
EXERCISE 8: THE SIMPLEX METHODNICLAS ANDR�EASSONThe Simplex algorithmStep 0. (initialization): Assume that xT = (xTB ;xTN ) is a BFS orrespondingto the partition A = (B;N).Step 1. (entering variable, priing): Calulate the redued osts of the non-basi variables,(~N )j = (TN � TBB�1N)j ; j = 1; : : : ; n�m:If (~N )j � 0 for all j = 1; : : : ; n�m then stop; x is then optimal. Otherwisehoose (xN )j , wherej 2 arg minimumj2f1;:::;n�mgf(~N )jg;to enter the basis.Step 2. (leaving variable): IfB�1N j � 0m;then the problem is unbounded, stop; ((�B�1N j)T; eTj )T is then a dire-tion of unboundness. Otherwise hoose (xB)i, wherei 2 arg minimumi2fij(B�1N j)i>0g (B�1b)i(B�1N j)i ;to leave the basis.Step 3. (hange basis): Construt a new partition by swapping (xB)i with(xN )j . Go to Step 1.Exerise 1 (heking feasibility: phase I). Consider the system3x1 +2x2 �x3 � �3;�x1 �x2 +2x3 � �1;x1; x2; x3 � 0:Show that this system is infeasible!Exerise 2 (the Simplex algorithm: phase I & II). Consider the linear programminimize z = 3x1 +2x2 +x3subjet to 2x1 +x3 � 3;2x1 +2x2 +x3 = 5;x1; x2; x3 � 0:Date: February 16, 2005. 1



2 EXERCISE 8: THE SIMPLEX METHOD(a) Solve the linear program by using the Simplex algorithm with Phase I &II!(b) Is the solution obtained unique?Exerise 3 (the Simplex algorithm). Consider the linear program in standard form,minimize z = Txsubjet to Ax = bx � 0n:Suppose that at a given step of the Simplex algorithm, there is only one possibleentering variable, (xN)j . Also assume that the urrent BFS is non-degenerate.Show that (xN )j > 0 in any optimal solution!Exerise 4 (sensitivity analysis: ost oeÆients). Consider the linear programmaximize z = �x1 +18x2 +3x3 +4x4subjet to x1 +2x2 +3x3 +4x4 � 3;�3x1 +4x2 �5x3 �6x4 � 1;x1; x2; x3; x4 � 0:Find the values of 3 and 4 suh that the basi solution that orresponds to thepartition xB = (x1; x2)T is an optimal basi feasible solution to the problem!


